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Meriam- Webster defines "attorney" as: one who is legally appointed to transact
business on another's behalf.

Although this may be the standard definition of said word, this is certainly not the case
when It comes to the attorneys at the Law Offices of Krum, Gergely & Oates. KGO
attorneys take their clients' cases personally. With over 20 years of experience, they
know what it takes to get the best results for their clients.

In this edition of KGO Firm Magazine, we discuss the reasons you should get a prenup. Is
it really as Taboo as people think it is? We also highlight KGO's weekly win and we help
you prepare for your divorce.  

Editor's Note

Editor-in-Chief
J U L I X A  N E W M A N

From DUIs to Divorce, the KGO Firm has shown the
community that they have attorneys they can trust and
that will fight for them aggressively in court.
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You just got engaged, so the last
thing on your mind is why you
should get a prenup. It’s not the
most comfortable topic to discuss
with your soon to be spouse, but
the fact remains that 50% of
marriages still end in divorce. Even
if you have the soulmate of your
dreams, it is smart to talk with your
fiancé about what you are going to
do in the event of a divorce. Below
are 4 reasons why you should get a
prenup.

1) Keep your finances separate.
A prenup can dictate how your
personal property, real estate, and
debts will be handled in the event
of a divorce. If you earn
substantially more than your
significant other, then a prenup can
protect your assets and limit the
amount of alimony or spousal
support you will need to pay. If you
are coming into the marriage with a
lot of wealth, then a prenup will
ensure that your spouse isn’t
marrying you for your money.

4 REASONS YOU
SHOULD GET A
PRENUP

 If you own a business, your spouse may be
entitled to a portion of its value in the event of
a divorce, but a prenup can limit or eliminate
how much they will get. Or on the other end
of the spectrum, if you are marrying someone
with significant debt, then a prenup can
protect you from becoming liable for that
debt.

Should you really be upset when a Prenup is
mentioned? 

F A M I L Y  L A W

2) Establish property rights
In the absence of a prenup, state laws generally
govern how property is going to be divided in the
event of a divorce, and what property is marital
versus separate or non-marital. Many times,
these laws require an accounting of your entire
financial picture and history of your marriage. If
you live in a community property state, then
assets will typically be divided equally. In an
equitable distribution state, like Maryland or
Virginia, marital property is divided in a way a
judge thinks is fair.
Another reason why you should get a prenup is
that you can divide your property in any way you
want. If you want to divide it 50/50, then you can
say that in a prenuptial agreement. If you both
want to keep your own property, you can do that
too. With a prenup, you don’t need to go through
the process of having a court decide what will
happen.

3) Avoid extensive court proceedings.
This is probably the most important reason why
you should get a prenup. A divorce case can
often take more than a year or longer to get
through the court. Litigation is stressful, very
time-consuming, and can get quite expensive.
Further, without an agreement, you have no idea
what a judge is going to decide. A prenup will
take the uncertainty out of a divorce, and save
both you and your spouse a lot of time and
money.

4) Prenuptial agreements are not just for
wealthy people.
They can also be used to decide what happens to
future earnings, property and debts. They can be
used to decide if someone will financially support
the other in the event of a divorce. For example,
people who are self-employed, have stock
options that may be valuable in the future or
expect to earn a substantial income in the future
all could benefit from a prenup.

If you want to discuss why you should get a
prenup with an attorney or have already decided
that you need one, then contact the law firm of
Krum, Gergely & Oates. We have been practicing
family law for almost 20 years, and have drafted
numerous prenuptial agreements for our clients.
We offer a free consultation and a flat rate for
preparing a prenup.
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A KGO Client faced losing his immigration status as a result of a DUI/DWI
conviction. He came to KGO after picking up not one, but two, DUI cases. The
only way to protect his status was to beat both cases. Attorney Esteban Gergely
was able to deliver victories in both cases. The client left the firm without a DUI
conviction on his record. Another win for the client, another person saved from
facing harsh immigration penalties due to the hard work and perseverance of
attorney Esteban Gergely. Esteban Gergely with the KGO knockout! 

ESTEBAN GERGELY
WINS DUI/DWI

CASE FOR CLIENT
FACING

CONVICTION

D U I / D W I

ABOUT ESTEBAN GERGELY

A dedication to helping people protect their
liberty and reputation is what inspired
Esteban Gergely to focus his legal career on
criminal defense. He believes that the
constitutional guarantees provided to all
persons in the United States is essential to
maintaining a free and equal Democracy.
There is nothing more important to
someone charged with a crime than clearing
their name, maintaining their freedom, and
avoiding the stigma of a criminal record.

Esteban Gergely uses his nearly 20 years of
experience as a trial lawyer to make sure
every one of his clients receives the best
possible representation and the care and
attention that someone facing the dire
consequences of criminal charges deserves.
Esteban has tried dozens of felonies and
misdemeanors before juries and judges and
has an outstanding success rate.
Additionally, his hard-line approach to
negotiation has resulted in clients facing the
most serious of charges (Rape, Murder,
Child Abuse) avoiding jail time and
permanent criminal records. Esteban treats
every case as if it was the most important
one, and places a premium on customer
service and satisfaction, making sure every
one of his clients is informed and
comfortable throughout every step of the
process.

Personable and with a great sense of humor,
Esteban takes pride in his connection with
his clients. He uses his personality to help
clients navigate difficult and complex cases,
whether they involve personal injuries
resulting from an accident or allegations of
criminal conduct brought by the
Government. Esteban views communication
as a crucial part of his job. He excels in his
role as counselor, whether by helping his
clients secure a satisfactory financial
outcome in civil cases, or by minimizing and
even avoiding stiff penalties and
consequences in criminal matters.

Esteban is fluent in Spanish, conversant in
French, and is always available to help
prospective clients in their criminal and civil
affairs.
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If your marriage has reached a breaking point and you are left wondering
what to do next, it is important that you reach out to an experienced family
law attorney to help and advise you on your next steps. This process can
seem overwhelming and is understandably emotional.  The experienced
family law attorneys at Krum, Gergely, and Oates will guide you each step of
the way and ensure that you understand your rights and responsibilities as
you navigate getting a divorce from your spouse. We will work diligently on
your behalf to resolve all issues that are a part of getting a divorce,
including, but not limited to:  division of property and assets, child custody
and visitation, child support, spousal support, and any monetary award.
This is a major life change, and it is critical to obtain the guidance of counsel
instead of trying to navigate this process on your own.  

Preparing for Your
First Meeting with
a Divorce Attorney

Divorce is probably one of the most difficult times In
your life. It's smart to be as prepared as possible. 

F A M I L Y  L A W Children: custody will be handled in the same
proceeding as the divorce. You should be
prepared to provide information concerning
your children, for example number of
children, ages, school, any special
physical/educational/emotional needs, etc. As
well as the type of custody arrangement you
envision going forward; what you are open to
and the reasons for your proposed
arrangement.  If you oppose the other
partner having a particular schedule, you
should also inform you attorney and explain
the reasons that you feel that way. 
Employment: provide the attorney with all
income streams and gross pay, including how
long you have worked for each employer. 
 The attorney will eventually need
documentation to support all income
streams. Income is important especially when
it comes to determining child support as well
as spousal support.  If you are not employed
but have been in the past, it is important to
share that information with your attorney,
including any professional and educational
credentials that you have obtained. 
Assets: part of getting a divorce includes a
division of assets. It is important to be as
clear as possible when detailing for the
attorney the assets that you and your spouse
have obtained. The critical point will be
whether the assets are considered marital
property or not and providing as much detail
as to when the assets were acquired and how
funded will help inform the attorney
assessing your case. 
Debts: also critically important is marital debt.
Be sure to inform of debt that you have
incurred individually in your name, if any, or
debt that is jointly titled in the names of both
partners. 
Other Property: if there is any personal
property or real estate that has not been
brought up but was acquired during the
marriage you should be prepared to provide
this information to your attorney.  
What Led to the Separation: reasons for the
dissolution of a marriage can factor into the
court’s consideration as to various aspects of
relief they may be awarded. You should be
prepared to explain to your attorney the
details as to what led to the separation, who
moved out, the reasons for doing so, etc. 
Documents: while it is not critical to have
documents with you at the first meeting, it
can be helpful.  In particular if you have
already been served with court papers from
the other spouse, you want to make sure to
send those papers to the attorney ahead of
your consultation or bring them with you to
the consult. At the consultation, the attorney
will let you know what other documents you
should consider gathering, such as: income
documentation, real estate and banking
documentation, other financial documents,
text message communications with the other
spouse, any prior agreements between the
parties. 
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Written By Attorney Abigail Scott


